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Thesis
If a post COVID-19 world is to properly function, architects must enter the
front lines and combat global catastrophes. This means not only combating the
spread of an infection, but pursuing the implementation of preventative measures. From the methods of contact and social distancing, to combating the
symptoms of isolation through social design.
Our new world proposal uses the principles of pattern, sight lines, foldable space,
and isolated migration based quarantine structures to return options to quarantined people who would otherwise have had none. These proposals -- while
fictional in nature -- boasts a wide array of cost effective, simple, and efficient
systems to encourage a quarantining populace to govern themselves during
these times.
Patterning is used to create private stepping spaces as a buffer for group
travel and other methods of infection. Asymmetrical patterning has been further
implemented onto the building surfaces in order to create sightlines both within
and without the building.
Sight Lines have been created in a cavernous, towering space that allow
residents control over who can see them during parts of the day. These sight lines
seek to only familiarize a community stuck at home within feet of each other, but
provide the inhabitant with a wide variety of dynamic environments to choose
from that can be combined with pivoting walls to offer fresh perspectives while in
quarantine.
In the center of this complex, Our world deals with the most unaddressed
issue of quarantine. The sanctuary for people who are stuck in transit, or between
homes. The Safety Towers aim to alleviate the strain on Venna’s hospitality industry - and provide a sanctuary for those who lose their homes during times of crisis.
These complexes rent only temporary spaces, and can do the same as hotels in
pandemic free seasons as well. Here, people can remain autonomous from the
permanent residents while still enjoying duplicate amenities such as a separate
parking lot and green spaces, in addition to shared social views.
Our world is not yesterdays and will not be tommorrows; it is a rationalization of the present and thought experiment on what may happen next based on
the climate of the COVID-19 Crisis in mid to late May of 2020. This is important.
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Camera Lense
“To best understand how the effects of the
current situation have been affecting our own
free will, we chose to begin this process by
recreating a tool and understanding how it
works in quarantine and while not. My choice
was a camera lens as I began experimenting
with photographic techniques just as the
pandemic struck. The lense itself -- however,
provides a multitude of architectural languages
to choose from while also providing a circular
language not found in either of the other two
prototypes.”
-Team Member 1
The lense informed and inspired our focus on the
observation of objects, others, and self while in
quarantine. While very little aesthetic qualities of
the lense survived to the final concept, the
lenses purity and purpose reamiend crucial in
the conceptual development.
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Computer
“The computer is a device that services the
function of communicating with the outside
world during Quarantine. It's where we have our
meetings, connect with others and learn about
the changes occurring outside our four walls.”
-Team Member 2
The Computer’s Key’s became the strongest
element for the language of the final massing,
and are used to govern and create porosity in
the facade, and the key patterns that protect
travelers returning to the building’s site. In this
way the computer becomes an aperture for
release in the facade , forming livable space
backlit from the illuminated pathways.
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Refrigerator
“I begin and end my day at the Refrigerator and
to that extent it becomes vital in Isolation.’’
-Team Member 3
The Refrigerator is predominantly responsible for
the great care taken towards softenned curves
and -- on a more featured level-- the individual
units ability to rearrange space through
manipulating walls that is synonymous with doors
opening and closing. Hiding and preserving its
content or communicating openness that
facilitates visual connect and furthers a push for
social contact.
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Wave Permanent Residence
Overview
The permanent residences exist in the wave geometry for
800 inhabitants. The transit method to the units is private elevators. These elevators exit directly into the private units and are
controlled by key access, both for safety and social distancing.
There are two elevator shafts, one being for inhabitants, and
the other is for supplies such as food, medicines, or entertainment.
To mediate the monotony of quarantined life, the unit
walls transform along pivot columns to change to daily programs of leisure, sleeping, cooking/dining and working. There
are two basic unit types: Roommate configuration and couple
configuration. In these two programs, the walls’ transformation
is dependent on the inhabitants’ relationship and social distancing needs.
These moveable walls also function to provide elective
enclosure for inhabitants, given the punctured facade strategy.
This creates opicatical intersections between inhabitants and
their neighbors. Given the climate of quarantine and lack of direct human contact, the living environment of the units makes
necessary visual and social interaction.
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URBAN CELL
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SOCIAL DISTANCING WALKWAYS

The walkway system is divided into cellular
geometry to facilitate social distancing
practices of 2 meters spacing. The
difference in surface level, creating the
“urban cell.”
This naturally prevents individuals from
coming into social contact that is
potentially dangerous in the spread of
disease. This system allows each user to
step into their own quarantined spaces.
These walkway still encourages visual and
social interaction between inhabitants by
providing an outdoor, public space with a
clear method to practice safe social
distancing.
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The Safety Towers
The Safety Towers serve a dual purpose both: as
a base for transit travel that is close to the
Airport, as well as Emergency housing in times of
Crisis. The growing number of direct connections
to Vienna through its airports alone bolsters the
number of passengers coming for transit and
tourism. As of 2019, the accommodation
capacity of hotels in Vienna reached 66, 000
with an around the clock occupancy of 78%.
This plays into the Towers function as both an
architectural attraction and increases Vienna’s
maximum occupancy by a far amount? When in
times of Crisis however the Towers serve the
purpose of increasing accommodation for
transit, as the average stay at hotels in Vienna is
3.34 nights, allowing for a smoother turn around
for connecting flights and other transportation
necessities. As such, the Safety Towers are
programmatically dynamic and primarily serve
as extended housing for those who are stranded
in Vienna in times of Crisis.
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Core Tower Space
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